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Double or paired  increases fall into two categories:
1. Those that occur in the center stitch.
2. Those that occur on each side of the center stitch.

As you work each of these patterns, work the center 
sts on the next row in purl. If the double increase is in 
a fabric worked in pattern, you can work the increase 
sts into the pattern on the next or a subsequent row.

Double Increase #1
K1, YO, K1 in the same stitch as follows. K1 but do not 
remove the st from the L needle, do a YO on the R 
needle, then K1 again into the st on the L needle. 
Now slip the st off the L needle. On the subsequent 
right side rows make sure you work into the YO of 
the previous increase so that the increases remain in a straight line. 

Double Increase #2
YO, K1, YO. This increase is good for a garment with lace patterns. The K1 between the 2 YOs is the center st 
so be sure to work the K1 into the center st on subsequent rows.

Double Increase #3
K1 into the center stitch, leaving it on the left needle. Now Klb (knit one below) in the st below the center st 
being careful to insert your R needle into the middle of this stitch. Next, K into the center st again and allow 
it to slip off the L needle. This increase will make tiny holes in the center st with vertical bars on each side. 

Double Increase #4
With R needle pick up the R leg of the st below the center st and place it on the L needle, K1, Ktbl. Next with 
the R needle pick up the L leg of the same st below, place it on the L needle and Ktbl. I like this stitch best—it 
makes a tight raglan seam that never shows any holes. And it matches stitch patterns in fabric perfectly.

Double Increase #5
K1, P1, K1 in the seam stitch before removing it from the left needle. This creates a tidy stitch with a line of 
small bumps

Complimentary tutorials and guides are available at https://jamescoxknits.com/pages/knitting-help
For private online lessons with James contact: info@jamescoxknits.com.
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Double Increase #6
Mk1 loosely each side of the center stitch, by 
knitting under the bar of yarn between the stitch 
just worked and the next stitch. Do not lift or 
twist this strand of yarn—just insert the tip of the 
R needle and gently knit a st. This increase will 
make tiny holes smaller than the ones in increase 
number two.

Double Increase #7
For this double increase you will work the st 
before the center stitch, then the center and then 
the st after the center st.
- Working in the st before the center st, without 
removing the st from the L needle K1, then K1b 
the st just worked, being careful to insert your R 
needle into the middle of this stitch, then slip the 
st off the L needle.
- K1. 
- Work the st after the center st as you worked 
the st before the center st, but in reverse order. 
Without removing the st from the L needle K1b, 
K1, then slip the st off the L needle. This is the 
oldest raglan st.



Contact James Cox

I hope you enjoyed your class, and I’d love to here from you so please stay in touch.

New online classes are being added to my web site, so I hope to see you again soon. For a private or group 
online class you can also contact me at: info@jamescoxknits.com.

Also, if you want a free pattern visit my web site and sign up for my newsletter. Then I’ll keep you informed of 
special offers, news and announcements.

Cheers,

WEBSITE: james@jamescoxknits.com

FACEBOOK: https://www.facebook.com/jamescoxknits/

INSTAGRAM: james_cox_knits

RAVELRY: https://www.ravelry.com/people/JamesCox

YOUTUBE CHANNEL: James Cox Knits

PINTEREST: https://www.pinterest.com/jamescoxknits/_created/

Complimentary tutorials and guides are available at jamescoxknits.com.
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